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pixabayFor most, Android continues to get better, but it is certainly not immune to the privacy concerns that plague every operating system and smartphone. And as it turns out, Google has crept into a dubious feature in the operating system with a recent update. A new resolution called activity recognition can track and
share your physical activity with third-party apps, and there's no easy way to stop it. What is activity recognition? The admission of activism was posted on Reddit earlier this week. Basically, it allows Google to track your physical activity (bike, running, standing still) using built-in phone sensors, and then share that
information with third-party apps. ImgurSoundHound and Shazam both appear to be using the permit, although it is unclear why. Activity recognition is also classified in the other permission list, so it won't show when the app is updated on your phone. The only way to check is to log into each app on your device and look
at all its permissions. How to handle itThere also there is no way to revoke this specific permission either across the board or on the application-by-app basis. If it's an app that you don't use, that's often you can always delete it from your phone to avoid sharing personal information. One Reddit user also suggested



banning these apps from running in the background. Unfortunately, there is no easy way to handle activity recognition. Hopefully Google will offer fixes eventually, but until then you can just accept that having a smartphone means giving up a bit of your privacy. Let's face the facts. We all live under a safe, warm Play
Store umbrella. There's a good reason for that. It has most applications, intensely good security (comparatively speaking), it comes preinstalled on most Android devices, and it usually works well. Most people know that there are other options out there, but there is no ton of information about other app stores. This is
something we can help with. You can follow these instructions to install a third of the APKs on your device. We are not responsible if something goes wrong when using one of them. We're also looking forward to trying out the Epic Games Store when it eventually launches. You can read more about it now. Huawei is
also building a third-party app store called AppGallery (link here), due to the trade war between the US and China. It can compete with Google Play as well someday. Amazon AppstoreAPKMirrorAPKPureAPKUpdaterAptoideF-DroidGoogle Play Galaxy AppsYalp StoreAmazon AppstorePrice: Free/Spending app varyThe
Amazon Appstore is probably the most competent app store aside from the Play Store itself. It's a stock of apps on all Amazon Fire devices. The store has many apps, including some big, popular names. He also all different Amazon apps, and it's used for Amazon's only prime video home. This is an actual app that you
can install on any Android device without a ton of problems. It also works simultaneously with other app stores if you want to use more than one. It can definitely use some optimization, but it is otherwise more positive than it is negative. We're sorry he didn't have a better choice, though. APKMirrorPrice: FreeOkay, so
APKMirror is not technically an app store, but rather an app repository. You can find all sorts of things here, including some beta apps not available in the Play Store. However, you can still get updates from the Play Store if the new version comes out, so it's a great secondary source of apps and some games. It's
definitely not a complete store experience, and we really only recommend it if you want to try something specifically or find an old APK existing app, so you can roll back to the previous version because of bugs or preferences. It is surprisingly safe to use and a source that we often refer to in our other articles.
APKPurePrice: FreeAPKPure is a third-party app store with a big upside. It has many popular apps like TikTok, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, UC Browser, PUBG Mobile, Brawl Stars, and many others. The app store has a clean, consistent user interface with a decent search and a good overall choice. It has many
more categories than the Google Play Store, although some categories are a bit light in terms of good apps to download. You can get the basics here without problems, including some Google apps like Gmail.APKUpdaterPrice: FreeAPKUpdater doesn't actually store apps, but it has a neat feature. You can upgrade
existing apps without using another app store. It sources downloads from multiple sources, so you get the latest updates as quickly as possible. The user interface is a simple Material Design without any problems. This is a good way to keep your device up to date without the hassle of having a full blown up app store on
your phone. There is a search for other apps, but it's not quite as good as a special app store. AptoidePrice: Free/App Prices varyAptoide is one of the oldest third-party app stores on the list. It has a bunch of modern apps like Facebook, Nest, YoWindow Weather, Fleksy, and many recent games. However, The main
draw of Aptoide is its weaker content rules. You can find adult (NSFW) apps and games here, as well as dubious apps such as Show Box. Of course, this gives the app store a bit of badlands feels so that you pack an antivirus app if you use this one. Aptoide has been hit by a data breach in 2020. However, because you
can use the service without creating an account, its security issues don't really affect many people. F-DroidPrice: FreeF-Droid is one of the oldest app stores on the list and one of the most reliable. The shop experience is mainly for and the power of custom things. We're talking about apps like Arch Linux browser
package-type stuff. There are some basic apps out there like a simple gallery or a simple calendar along with a very small selection of games. However, by and large, it is an app store for people who need something a little more than the Play Store does not have. The F-Droid is open source and every application is on
an open source platform. You can even find F-Droid alternatives on the F-Droid. It's a neat little app store. Google Play StorePrice: Free/App Prices VaryThe Google Play Store is probably your best choice for most things. It has millions and millions of apps and games, including almost all of them. Developers would like
to lean on this store more than most others and it comes preinstalled on all Google Android phones anyway. Basically every Android phone is not in China or from Amazon to use this. Security is top notch and it integrates directly with Google Play Services, and that gives apps some extra features that they may not have
with some competitors. Sure, you're probably here to find alternatives to the Play Store, but let's not underestimate its value. It's a perfectly good app store. HOW TO SET UP SHOP PLAYERS! OoAppPrice: Free ooApp is another app store. Best for those who love Asian games from Asian developers. You can find all
kinds of things here, although only a few of them have An English (or any other non-Asian) translation. This is mostly useful for getting Japanese versions of global games such as Final Fantasy Brave Exvius. TapTap is another app store with basically the same premise. We have that tied below in another section.
Samsung GalaxyAppsPrice: Free/App prices varyIt's a shame that Galaxy Apps are only available on Samsung devices because it's actually pretty competent. The choice is obviously smaller than the Play Store and probably a little smaller than Amazon's Appstore. However, it has a clean user interface, easy navigation,
and it actually has some pretty popular apps and games, including Microsoft, Netflix, Hulu, Fortnite, Brawl Stars, and others. It's not the end-all-be-all kinds of things, but those with Samsung devices have a decent secondary app store along with Google Play right on their devices already. Yalp StorePrice: FreeYalp Store
is another unique app store. It uses Google Play Store APKs, but you get them without the actual Google Play Store. You can search, install and update apps directly from the source, and we love it. The user interface is a bit old, but it works enough There are also additional features for root users. You don't even need a
Google account to use it, although your purchases can't be saved in the long run. Honorable mentions there are many other app stores on the internet. Some are pretty good, and some of them are just some sort of Many of them are listed to complete. Here we go: ACMarket - ACMarket is a surprisingly good app store.
It resembles Google Play in many ways and includes some popular apps and games. It also supports modified APKs and other similar things. Tread carefully because some of these things may be suspects. Getjar - Getjar is a kind of Wild West app stores for Android. You can find all kinds of funny things here, including
adult content, modified APKs, and some popular things like UC Browser. Protector is easy, this place always gives us heebie-jeebies. Opera's App Store - We'll be honest, we didn't know Opera was a mobile store until we started researching for this. He's got a lot of options. However, all of these default options are the
Google Play Store anyway. It's a good secondary way to view Google Play apps, but we don't necessarily call it their own ripped apps. SlideMe - SlideMe is another old app store similar to Aptoide and Getjar. The site does not inspire confidence, but the store itself works normally. You can find things like OfficeSuite or
WPS Office out there along with other similar performance apps. His choice of game is very weak, though. TapTap - TapTap is an Asian-oriented app store with a bunch of things from the region. This is a good way to force some Japanese games to lock the region into the Google Play Store. It's also a decent way to get
Japanese versions of games with completely different global versions such as Final Fantasy Brave Exvius. All the games on this are in Japanese, Chinese or Korean.XDA-developers - there are many developers who use XDA developers as a kind of testing ground for applications that end up on Google Play most of the
time. You can only get root apps such as Xposed or Viper4Android here. Several of our best apps have started their lives here since 2018. If we missed your favorite app store, tell us about them in the comments below. You can also check out all our app lists by clicking here! In here!
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